it's a new day and a new beginning. isn't it great
that a new day gives us a chance to have a different
outcome. perhaps make different decisions, better
decisions. that's possible if we will just submit it
to the Lord. if we follow our own inclinations,
perhaps not so.
as of yesterday, there will be a broader access to
these writings. i am well aware the word says "let not
many of you become teachers, knowing that we shall
receive a stricter judgment." james 3:1 friends, i
seek to warn and encourage, not to teach. please never
put anything i say above what God says. i may error
but He will not. i hope you who have been around for
awhile will endure any repetitions that might be made.
some things are worth repeating. i want to go where
the Lord leads and today i feel it might not be what we
all prefer to hear.
there are many things going on in the world and one
might consider ignorance bliss. but God has said "my
people are destroyed for lack of knowledge. because you
have rejected knowledge, I also will reject you from
being priest for Me; because you have forgotten the law
of your God, I also will forget your children." hosea
4:6 we must not hide from knowledge. the consequences
are too grave.
first let me talk about cern. cern is a particle
accelerator/collider. it is the largest machine in the
world today made by man. it is composed of a huge ring
that is 17 miles around and sits on the border of
switzerland. i remember years ago there was talk of it
being constructed close to me. the decision to build

it in europe was perhaps more spiritually guided.
europe has much history which might fit in better with
their purposes and america was too christian at the
time. purposes which i feel might not have good
intentions.
i know they say they are pursuing
"scientific" knowledge, but is that the real goal here?
here is what has been said by sergio b. the director of
cern. he has said that the collider could open a
doorway to an extra dimension. and out of this door
might come something, or we might send something
through it. (perhaps from the bottomless pit?)
prominently displayed on their premises is the pagan
diety "shiva", "the destroyer". their logo is 3 6's
(666) together in different positions. (ring any
bells?) if cern is just "science" then why is there
shiva and worship dances to shiva? (just all in fun?)
i am just providing a brief introduction here. you may
research it for yourselves. (again knowledge)
friends, it is later than we think.
later than we think indeed. being aware of things in
the world enables us to pray more specifically instead
of in generalities. "then the sixth angel poured out
his bowl on the great river euphrates, and its water
was dried up, so that the way of the kings from the
east might be prepared." rev 16:12 do you know the
river euphrates is even now beginning to dry up.
people are complaining they need to go farther to draw
water.
talk is being made of the gog and magog war; some
countries are approving euthanasia; plans are being
made for digital genetic sequencing of all species,

including humans; plaques of hail and locusts amidst
earthquakes and volcanic eruptions. certainly we seek
to take care of this earth entrusted to us, but should
the older allow the younger to lecture us on "climate
change"? "and I will give children to be their
princes, and babes shall rule over them."
isa 3:4
perhaps our just desserts. remind anyone of greta
thunberg?
and shall i proceed to abortion? the sacrifice of the
most innocent. it is as though we had plunged the
knife our self to appease a god. (the god of self)
though most nations only allow it before a certain
time, in america it is often performed right up to the
time of birth.
even scientists have now discovered that a spark occurs
the moment an egg is fertilized by the sperm. a woman
named gloria polo stated in her book in 1995 that in
her near death experience she saw a spark of light as
soon as the sperm and egg unite. it doesn't matter at
what stage the abortion is done. it has already become
a living soul. i invite all to view this six minute
video about abortion. watch his emotion at the end.
https://www.foxnews.com/opinion/ben-domenech-usextreme-abortion-regime-world-wakes-up-moral-reality
even though i respect and understand why many people
reject the vaccine, i don't like them joining the chant
"my body, my choice". it seems to me it offers some
agreement or legitimacy to the abortionists chant.
none of us are judging if you have had an abortion.
His blood covers all.

i know there are many conditions and circumstances that
make birthing undesirable. but to take another's life
is not our decision to make. if you have had an
abortion, i beg you to take it to Jesus. do not just
assume it is all covered under one's confession of
belief. there are consequences to actions and they are
not all handled in confession. take no chances. be
sure to get it, the consequences and guilt, under the
blood. just talk to Jesus.
what are my conclusions to all these things? we live
in exciting times. in profound times. we were all
born for such a time as this. the evil will grow worse
and worse and the good will grow better and better.
even as God allows the deceivers to be deceived, He
will provide light to the faithful. will the bad be so
evil they deserve the tribulation period while the good
experience the rapture and their escape from death?
"and unless those days were shortened, no flesh would
be saved." matt 24:22
fear not these things but arm yourselves for the
battle. fighting not against flesh and blood but the
one who inhabited evil in the beginning. armed with
the word of God and the shield of faith as defense,
doing all to stand, we stand. we know Who holds
tomorrow and we know He holds our hand. "knowing,
therefore, the terror of the Lord, we persuade men." 2
cor 5:11 are you persuaded?
linda

